
Easy to place, easy to use
LYCKSELE sofa-bed is perfect when you want to be able to both sit and 
sleep. It’s easy to fit in any room and easy to convert to a bed. You 
choose the mattress and cover yourself, so you can make it just the 
way you like it. You can even take off the cover to wash it – or to have 
a little fun by changing to a new cover. You’re also free to choose be-
tween two widths when you buy your LYCKSELE. If you need a double 
bed, choose the sofa-bed. If a single bed is big enough, there’s also a 
chair-bed. Both can be complemented with a practical storage box for 
bed linen.

You choose the mattress
Do you like a soft or firm mattress? With LYCKSELE sofa-bed, you 
choose the mattress you like best. There are three mattresses to 
choose between and they feel quite different when you sit or lie on 
them. Try them out to find the one that’s most comfortable for you. 
Once you do, you will have a pleasant place to be – both day and 
night.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

BUYING GUIDE

MODELS
Chair-bed
Sofa-bed

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Washable cover
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LYCKSELE
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up the bed, just lift up the foot end as far as it goes. When 
you push it down again, the bed will fold up neatly, almost 
without any help from you. It’s a sofa again!

It takes a few short seconds to convert LYCKSELE sofa-bed 
into a bed. Just remove the cover and pull out the seat. The 
sofa-bed turns into a comfortable 140×188 cm double bed. 
The chair-bed turns into an 80×188 cm single bed. To fold 

HOW TO CONVERT

COMFORT MATTRESSES
LÖVÅS
A firm, yet supple polyurethane foam 
mattress that will provide your body with 
both support and sleeping comfort. The 
mattress is 10 cm thick and has a remov-
able, dry-clean cover.

MURBO
The top layer of high resilient foam shapes 
itself to your body, allowing your spine to 
remain straight and your sleeping position 
to be more relaxed. The resilient foam 
also makes the mattress very durable. 
The bottom layer consists of polyurethane 
foam. The mattress is 10 cm thick and 
has a removable and machine washable 
cover. 

HÅVET
Latex and high resilient foam combine 
elasticity with the ability to mould to the 
contours of your body. Latex is a material 
which improves air circulation and allows 
moisture to evaporate naturally. The mix 
of materials makes the mattress both 
pliable and long lasting. The top layer con-
sists of latex and the bottom layer of high 
resilient polyurethane foam. The mattress 
is 10 cm thick and has a removable and 
machine washable cover. 
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES

Width×Depth×Height in cm

Bed size in cm

Sofa-bed
142×100×87 cm with
LÖVÅS mattress
140×188 cm

Sofa-bed
142×100×87 cm with
MURBO mattress
140×188 cm

Sofa-bed
142×100×87 cm with
HÅVET mattress
140×188 cm

Extra cover

Complete with mattress and cover

EBBARP black/white RM799 RM899 RM999 RM219

VALLARUM grey RM849 RM949 RM1,049 RM269

VALLARUM turquoise RM849 RM949 RM1,049 RM269

VALLARUM yellow RM849 RM949 RM1,049 RM269

RANSTA white RM699 RM799 RM899 RM119

Width×Depth×Height in cm

Bed size in cm

Chair-bed
80×100×87 cm with
LÖVÅS mattress
80×188 cm

Chair-bed
80×100×87 cm with
MURBO mattress
80×188 cm

Chair-bed
80×100×87 cm with
HÅVET mattress
80×188 cm

Extra cover

Complete with mattress and cover

EBBARP black/white RM669 RM769 RM869 RM169

VALLARUM grey RM699 RM799 RM899 RM199

VALLARUM turquoise RM699 RM799 RM899 RM199

VALLARUM yellow RM699 RM799 RM899 RM199

Mattress only Chair-bed Sofa-bed

LYCKSELE LÖVÅS RM250 RM450

LYCKSELE MURBO RM350 RM650

LYCKSELE HÅVET RM450 RM950

LYCKSELE storage box. Complement your sofa-bed or 
chair-bed with a practical storage box. The storage box 
can be placed under the sofa-bed; for bed linen, etc.

For sofa-bed 96×55×20.5 cm 801.924.58 RM99
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Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durabil-
ity of our fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. 
Durability also depends on materials, construction and 
manner of use. Heavy, tightly woven fabrics with a flat sur-
face are most resistant to abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture 
of natural and synthetic fibres can withstand abrasion bet-
ter than fabrics with only natural fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics 
are more durable than fabrics with printed patterns. And a 
dirty cover wears out faster than a clean one. The fabric is 
also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and arm-
chairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s abil-
ity to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it 
against another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric 
that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that 
must withstand everyday life at home – and if it can take 
more than 30,000 cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All 
fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which is why we also check 
that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Washing instructions

Resistance to 
abrasion (cy-
cles)

Light fast-
ness (0-6)

EBBARP: cotton fabric with a graphic printed pattern. Machine washable at 40°C. 20.000 5

RANSTA: bleached cotton fabric. Machine washable at 40°C. 30.000 5

VALLARUM: soft, quilted cover in 100 % polyester (microfiber). Machine washable at 40°C. 20.000 5


